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It's probably going to take care of changing the model. The capital is launching its own campaign. They also received the full production documentation. And he announced that he would run for chancellor in the autumn. And the buildings at the Marmara Bride restaurant. News TV presenter, Orban's former video host
and wish basket presenter is among them. According to them, only the vaccine approved by the European Medicines Agency should be used at home. A serial killer was convicted. Today, the officially published figures are slightly more favourable. He justifies his decision by attacking the Capitol. Friday, December 15,
2017 8:03 A story known from Margaret Atwood's novel follows in the footsteps of a 19th century gruesome murder. After Margaret Atwood's novel The Handmaid's Tale was a noisy hit around the world, no one was surprised to see another Atwood work on TV. The latest piece is Alias Grace (shown on Netflix, the book
was released this year by Present), a chronicle of a 19th-century mysterious murder based on events that have taken place, and the basic story may even be more controversial than the novel. Female protagonist, discrimination, prejudice, no prospect, sin, punishment, life of life – these keywords would almost fit
perfectly with the Maid's tale. Alias Grace, despite the fact that behind-the-scenes of the story, the social norms of timeline and age seem to be quite different, have clear similarities to the author's second novel, written much earlier. But one thing is fundamentally different: Alias Grace deals with events that have taken
place and a double murder that has not yet been solved. Perhaps because of her enigmatic character - and the defendant's beautiful young girl - the case has kept early Victorian Canada feverish for decades. What is certain of the crime can be described in a few sentences. Thomas Kinnear, the owner of the house, was
shot in July 1843, inserted on the left side of the bullet's chest. Nancy Montgomery, her housekeeper and lover, was hit in the head with an axe and strangled. They both found their bodies in the basement, trying to hide Nancy under a bathtub. The woman was pregnant, according to the autopsy. Any details of the
circumstances of the murder can be reconstructed from the compromised testimony of the two defendants - and the whole truth is unlikely to be revealed. The Scottish Kinnear lived in the middle of nowhere with his housekeeper in upper Canada, in what is now Ontario, 26 kilometers from Toronto. When they found their
bodies, the house many valuables (such as Nancy's best clothes) were missing, but two of their waiters, 20-year-old James McDermott and grace brands, aged just 16, are also missing in Smithsonian magazine. They were both Irish immigrants who had been on duty in Kinneares just weeks before. McDermott
previously served in the Canadian Army, and Marks worked as a servant for a number of houses. It didn't take too much imagination for everyone to suspect them of the murders. That was almost certainly true. But how much of a share they had in sin, which was the intellectual writer, whether they both participated in it
of their own free will, was never revealed. They didn't escape for long, they were soon apprehended across the border in Leviston, New York, and taken back to Toronto for justice. The trial itself didn't last long. Both were sentenced to death (the man as a first-class defendant and the girl as an accomplice). McDermott
was quickly hanged, but Marks was pardoned by a jury given his youth, so his sentence was sent to life imprisonment. The case and the series of negotiations caused a kind of tabloid sensation in modern Canada, but history has survived to this day, thanks to Susanna Moodie's biographical writing about 19th-century
Canadian settlements (Life in the Clearings versus Bush). Atwood read this book back in the 1960s, and in 1996 he wrote Alias Grace. A 16-year-old girl accused of manslaughter still makes a sensation today, and the press in the mid-1800s, who simultaneously proclaimed hypocritical morality and bathed in juicy detail,
found the perfectly marketable product of Grace, her accomplices and their victims. The despicable disobedience of sex, violence and the lower classes drew the press irresistible, Atwood later revealed. Marks was the snarling, snarling woman who conspired with her equally vile (as Irish) loves to kill Kinnear and
Montgomery, who was at the opposite end of the social ladder but was equally immoral. The girl's behavior did not help those who wanted to see her in a better light. It was no longer a good move for him to appear in court in the dress he stole from the slain housekeeper (although it is doubtful whether he had another
one). During the trial, he showed no small sign of the emotion he could expect (only fainting after hearing the death sentence). In some of those present, this reinforced the prejudice that she was a calculating, evil woman, but others attributed her apparent resonance to the shock of events, and moreover, they could not
imagine that such a young, innocent girl might even be capable of such wrongdoing. The statements, including reports from witnesses and defendants, did not agree on much of anything, so the trial could not function as a fact-finding function. Although neither defendant has pleaded not guilty to the murders (it is
believed that this would be a futile attempt in the light of physical evidence), they both named the other as the master planter and principal executor of the crime. Grace claimed in her final statement that McDermott tried to kill their employers after the housekeeper fired her because of her laziness and swore her (Marks)
to help her. But after the male waiter killed the landlord, Grace tried to escape, and McDermott also tried to shoot her. This testimony is reinforced by the fact that during the inspection at the crime scene a bullet was actually found in the kitchen door. The jury would have been inclined to believe the girl when McDermott
told the truth the other way around. According to her version, she seduced him and got him to help her (Grace) kill their employers. The motive for all this would have been to fire Montgomery Marks and refuse to pay his fair end. I'll help you, Grace said, and if you don't, you're a coward. I refused many times, but he
threatened that if I didn't help, I'd be miserable forever, McDermott testified. On the day of his execution, the man added to his statement that the housekeeper had only been wounded by the axe, but mr Grace wrapped a cloth around her neck and strangled her. Even when he was executed, the man shouted that Grace
had done it and that he should be hanged. But Marks was not hanged, according to today's sociologists, because in the Victorian era, unlike middle age, women were considered morally clearer, inherently innocent of guilty men, so they could reasonably count on the goodwill of juries. Women who did masculine things
(and this included murder in addition to hard physical work) did not fit the female ideal at that age, and therefore the social elite tried to ignore them, for example by believing little in allegations of such crimes against women. But because of their quirkiness, the guilty women were also interesting. This interest was served
by newspapers whose readership was of course more than the servants themselves. They were horrified by the danger that members of the lower classes would try to kill their masters without provocation. The examiner newspaper credited the murder with dangerously neglecting a thorough investigation into the nature
of the employees these days. Whether she was an ignorant victim or a calculating intricatic Grace Marks, she was eventually spared her life because, unlike McDermott, she at least had some sympathizers. Or rather, Grace doesn't see so much will, depravity, and intelligence that she could be the initiator and influence
McDermott. Marks, who has since become a middle-aged woman, served a total of 29 years in prison and was treated in a psychiatric hospital for more than a year. It's also not clear whether his mind was really broken (which would have been explained more than enough by the affliation he suffered in prison), or as the
director of asylum thought, he was faking the madness. Over the years, he has gained many supporters who have constantly bombarded the authorities with pleas for clemency. Eventually he was released, moved to New York, and disappeared out of sight forever. When he was released, he also pleaded not guilty in his
last known statement. When he left prison, he was sent a questionnaire in accordance with the usual procedure. In it, he was asked, what was the general cause of his miscarried and the direct cause of the sin that put him in prison? He replied only, I served with a villain.
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